
 

 

* 5 Days 4 Nights Splendid India Kashmir Tour * 
 
 

 

Day 1  Arrival in Srinagar           (No Meal) 

Welcome To Srinagar 
Arrive in Srinagar airport, welcome and assist by your personal chauffeur guide for your transfer to hotel. Located in the heart of 
the Kashmir Valley, which is called “Paradise on Earth”, Srinagar’s landscape is interspersed with greenery, lakes and hillocks. The 
city is spread out along the banks of the Jhelum River and is famous for its surrounding natural beauty. Later in the afternoon, 
enjoy a city tour of Srinagar, visiting the beautiful Mughal Gardens located on the banks of the famous Dal Lake. The terrace 
gardens of Nishat Bagh (Garden of Pleasure) built in 1633 and Shalimar Bagh (Garden of Love) built by Emperor Jehangir for his 
wife Nur Jehan, offer magnificent views of mountain range and breathtaking views of Dal Lake. Enroute, you will visit a Carpet 
Weaving Factory and Shankaracharya Temple. Evening is free for shopping and leisure activities. 
 

Day 2  Srinagar – Gulmarg – Srinagar       (Breakfast) 
Explore The Nature Wonderland Of Gulmarg 

Today, you will enjoy a day trip to Gulmarg, also referred to as the 
“Meadow of Flowers”, situated at an altitude of 2650m above sea level. 
This hill town is one of the most beautiful summer resorts in the valley, 
a haven for adventure seekers and a paradise for nature lovers. Gulmarg 
is also popular for its golf course in summer and skiing during winter. 
The journey to Gulmarg is half the enchantment of reaching there. 

Roads bordered by rigid avenues of poplar give over to flat expanses of rice fields interspersed with picturesque villages. 
Depending on the season, nature's colors could be the translucent green of spring, summers rich emerald, or autumn’s golden 
hues, when scarlet chilies festoon windows of village homes. Enjoy your leisure time as you take a walk on the lush green meadows 
of flowers with backdrop of the snowcapped mountains. You may wish to take a pony ride or gondola ride (rope way) to 
Khilanmarg at your own expense. In the evening, return to Srinagar. 
 

Day 3  Srinagar – Pahalgam         (Breakfast) 
Discover The Beautiful Pahalgam 

This morning, you will head to Pahalgam, also known as the “Valley of 
Shepherds” or “Trekker’s Paradise”. Enroute, you will visit the Ruins of 
Awantipora and Saffron Fields. Located on the banks of Lidder River at 
an altitude of 2130m, surrounded by thickly wooded pine forests, 
breathtaking vistas of meadows and the snow-clad Himalayan 
mountains, Pahalgam is a famous hill station in Jammu and Kashmir 

where many films have been shot. The town of Pahalgam offers breathtaking scenery and is one of the most beautiful places on 
earth. Enjoy your free time in the town of Pahalgam or you can trek to Lidderwat, Kolahoi Glacier or to Sonamarg. Pahalgam is 
also the entry point for the famous Shri Amarnath Cave Temple, a holy site for Hindus. 
 

Day 4  Pahalgam – Srinagar         (Breakfast) 
Houseboat Floating Accommodation Experience 

Bid farewell to Pahalgam and make your way back to Srinagar. On 
arrival, check-in to the Houseboat, your floating accommodation for 
tonight. Enjoy a relaxing Shikara Boat Ride along the scenic Dal Lake and 
witness the beauty of this city, which is often compared to Venice. You 
will get a view of some very interesting places around the lake. The rest 
of the day is free at own leisure. 

 

Day 5  Departure from Srinagar        (Breakfast) 
Free And Easy 
Free at own leisure till departure transfer to Srinagar airport for homebound flight. 

Tour Code: P5DSXRGOI 

Private Tour     Good for 4 Pax Travel     Daily Departure 


